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Gamma ray flashes by plasma effects in the middle atmosphere
P. K. Kaw,a) G. M. Milikh, A. S. Sharma, P. N. Guzdar, and K. Papadopoulos
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In this paper a novel mechanism is identified for the generation of gamma ray flashes observed on
the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory satellite. During typical cloud to ground lightning flashes,
the electromagnetic pulse can create a self-focused whistler wave channel or duct to guide
10– 102/cm23 of ;1 MeV electrons~formed by static stratified electric field in clouds at 20 km!, to
a height of about 30 km where these electrons can create the gamma ray flash by bremsstrahlung.
This scenario combines the various observational features of lightning-generated electromagnetic
pulses and low altitude energetic electrons to provide a viable nonlinear transport mechanism of
energetic electrons to the desired altitude of 30 km for conversion into gamma ray flashes. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1407821#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of atmospheric gamma ray flashes1 as-
sociated with thunderstorms and lightning appears mys
ous for several reasons. The Compton Gamma Ray Obse
tory ~GRO! observed these gamma ray flashes. In
likelihood these flashes are due to bremsstrahlung of a p
lation of about 1016– 1017, ;1 MeV electrons in the heigh
region above 30–35 km. Whereas it is easy to see how th
electrons could be produced in the thunderstorm regi
~heights< 20 km! by runaway discharge phenomena,2,3 it is
not obvious how these electrons could come up to the
quired heights in spite of energy loss and diffusive spread
due to scattering by atmospheric neutrals. Similarly, the g
eration and sustenance of runaway electrons in the lo
ionosphere4 ~heights; 70 km! by the much weaker fields
~<500 V/m! has been called into question because of
strong magnetization of electrons in this region.5

In this paper we describe a new plasma phenomen
which could be important at middle atmospheric altitud
~heights between 20 and 50 km! and could possibly sustai
runaway discharges in these regions. There are three
ingredients which form the basis of physical effects d
scribed in the following, viz.~a! a runaway population o
electrons produced by static stratified electric fields creat
magnetized plasma species (nen,vce) at altitudes as low as
20 km; ~b! trapping of the runaway population o
1 – 102/cm23 at these heights is enough to promote t
propagation of the electromagnetic pulse~EMP! associated
with thunderstorms and lightning~from lower altitudes
;5–10 km! as a whistler mode in this region;~c! whistler
waves can exhibit an ionization driven, self-focusing ins
bility which self-consistently maintains the runaway popu
tion and channels the whistler energy along field-aligned fi
ments all the way to the required heights>30–35 km. These
key aspects are schematically shown in Fig. 1, where a li
ning stroke initially generates a whistler EMP. This whist

a!Permanent address: Institute for Plasma Research, Bhat, Gandhi
382428, India.
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pulse propagates upward and traps a runaway electron b
caused by the static field at around 20 km. Nonlinear mec
nisms, which sustain the whistler discharge, alluded to p
viously, transport the energetic electrons to the desired he
where this runaway population produces gamma ray flas
Before we go on to describe the various physical proces
involved in this complex scenario, we would like to emph
size that the effects described here present a new channe
coupling a fraction of the thunderstorm/lightning energy
the lower atmosphere~globally about 531011 W on average!
into the middle atmosphere.

In Sec. II, we present the basics of runaway electrons
the atmosphere. Section III is devoted to the two poss
mechanisms of self-focusing of whistler waves. In Sec.
we apply the ideas of runaway electrons~Sec. II! and the
whistler wave self-focusing to the issue of creating whistl
mediated runaway discharges in the atmosphere and the
sequent generation of gamma ray flashes. Finally a brief c
clusion is given in Sec. V.

II. BASICS OF RUNAWAY ELECTRONS IN THE
ATMOSPHERE

We first briefly describe the runaway beam generat
due to static electric fields from a thundercloud. It relies
the avalanche of relativistic electrons triggered by cosmic
secondaries. The electric field has to be higher than the c
cal field6

Ec5
4pNnZe3

mc2
ln L.2.2P~atm!

kV

cm
, ~1a!

where P~atm! is the atmospheric pressure. The ionizati
length l ~related to the ionization collision frequencyn i

.c/l ! is given by6

l5cbt i , ~1b!

wheret i is the characteristic ionization time,b5v/c is the
relative velocity of high energy electrons, which is related
the applied electric field by2

gar
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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b5@E/Ec~112 ln b/ ln L!#1/2. ~1c!

For E.3Ec , we find from the implicit equation~1c! that
b50.544 for lnL511 as suggested in Ref. 6. Furthermo
the ionization time, or as it is often called, the avalanc
time, has been recently studied in Refs. 7 and 8. Here
adopt the valuet i562 ns computed forE53Ec for 5 km
altitude.8 We then obtain the scale lengthl(m)
55.5/P(atm) for an exponential atmosphere, while at heig
of 20 km this becomes

l~m!5753exp$~z~km!220!/6.4%. ~2!

Starting from a single cosmic ray secondary, a runaway a
lanche at 20 km height can generate a total of 1016– 1017 ~1
MeV! electrons in a length of orderL.l ln Ntot.2.7– 2.9
km. This will be discussed at length in Sec. IV. The spre
ing of the beam of unmagnetized electrons in this reg
produces a cone with a maximum radiusr max.270– 300 m.
For a total number of runaway electronNtot51016– 1017,

n.
1

2

Ntot

pr max
2 l

.1032104 cm23. ~3!

However, this number density drops off very rapidly as t
electrons leave the region of the thundercloud due to be
stopping and beam spreading. The stopping length of
MeV electrons is given byl (m)55.6/P(atm) and so the
electron number density propagating above the clo
changes with distanceDz as

n0~Dz!5Ntot exp~2Dz/ l !/ lpr b
2. ~4!

The beam radiusr b expands due to diffusive spreading and
given by9

r b
25r b0

2 1u2Dz210.025S ~110.22lnḡ

b4ḡ2 D ~Dz!3P~atm!,

where r b is the initial radius,u is the angular spread,b
5v/c, and ḡ is the relativistic factor. Equation~4! predicts

FIG. 1. Schematics of the proposed model for gamma ray flashes in
atmosphere.
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that the runaway density drops to 1 – 102 per cm23 in a dis-
tance of the order of a few hundred meters. Thus, un
additional physical effects sustain the runaways, they can
reach heights of the order of 30–50 km to produce
gamma ray flashes, as observed by GRO.

III. WHISTLER SELF-FOCUSING MECHANISM

We have argued previously that those runaway electr
with density;1 – 102 cm23 may survive up to a height o
about 20 km. We also observe from Eq.~2! that at 20 km
heights,n i.c/l becomes of ordervce ~in the earth’s field
0.3 G!. Thus at higher altitudes the runaway behaves a
magnetized plasma species (n i,vce). We now demonstrate
that the above-mentioned number density is adequate to
mit the propagation of electromagnetic pulses associa
with thunderstorm activity (f <104 Hz! as whistler modes.
The dispersion relation for whistlers is given by10

c2k2

v2
511

vp
2

vvce cosu
, ~5!

where vp and vce are the electron plasma and cyclotro
frequencies, respectively. The plasma term on the right-h
side contributes significantly to the dispersion relation wh

n0.1022f cosu. ~6!

Inequality~6! shows that an electron density of 102 cm23 is
enough to influence propagation of all frequencies up to4

Hz. If we add a population of low energy electrons wi
number densitync , they will form a highly collisional spe-
cies and contribute a termivpc

2 /vncold to the right-hand side
of Eq. ~5!, vpc andncold being the plasma and collision fre
quency of cold electrons, respectively. Thus cold electr
will lead to an intense absorption of the whistler wave wi

Im~k!

Re~k!
'

vcecosu

ncold

nc

n0
.

Here Re~k! and Im~k! are real and imaginary parts of th
wave vector. This puts a limit on the number of cold ele
trons, which can be tolerated for the propagation of the wh
tler. In this paper we neglect the whistler absorption, wh
is justified by the following considerations. The ratio of de
sity of the cold to runaway electrons can be estimated us
the electron distribution function presented by Fig. 5 in R
7. This distribution covers a wide energy spectrum of el
trons from thermal electrons of a few eV up to runawa
with energy in excess of 1 MeV. The rationc /n0,100 at
E/Ec52 and drops at higher electric field. Furthermore, t
electron collision frequencyncold(s

21)'531028Nn(cm23)
according to Refs. 11 and 12, whereNn is the air density.
Thus at the altitudes under 30 kmncold>231010 s21. Fi-
nally taking into account that the electron gyro frequen
vce'107 s21 we obtain thatvcenc /ncoldn0<0.05 atz<30
km.

A typical EMP associated with thunderstorms is seve
ms in length and will propagate as a wave packet
whistlers. The parallel phase and group velocities of
wave are given by

he
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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4956 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 11, November 2001 Kaw et al.
vp

c
5

v

kuuc
.

vc

vp
S v

vc cosu D 1/2

,

~7!
vg

c
5

vp

c
~11cos2 u!.

It is important to have the parallel group and phase veloci
of the whistler close toc ~readily possible for oblique waves!
so that the bunch of runaways stays with the wave pac
and has resonant wave particle interaction with the para
electric field of the oblique whistler mode. This will ensu
that the runaway electrons are sustained at;1 MeV energy,
in spite of the neutral collisions which try to slow the
down. An alternative view is applicable when the reson
wave particle interaction is absent and the whistler wa
interact collisionally with the background neutrals via a s
chastic runaway breakdown mechanism. This mechan
can also sustain the runaway population and is discusse
detail in Refs. 12 and 13.

We now make an estimate of the amount of ene
coupled into the whistler mode by a simple mode transf
mation process. Assuming that the energy is injected a
vacuum mode from lower heights~wheren.vc), we calcu-
late the transmission coefficient into the region withn,vc

where whistlers propagate as undamped modes. For sim
ity, we consider propagation in the vertical direction~z!,
which is also assumed to be the direction of the inhomo
neity and that of theB field; furthermore we ignore the slow
dependence of the plasma frequency onz and retain only the
rapid z dependence of the collision frequencyn on z. The
basic wave equation is

d2«

dz2
1

v2

c2 F11
vp

2

v~vc2 in!
G«50, ~8!

where we take

n5n02n8z.

The solution to Eq.~8! can be expressed in terms of Wh
taker functions as

«5AWm,1/2~j!1BWm,1/2~2j!, ~9!

where m5vp
2/2cn8, j522i (v/c)@z2(n01 ivc)/n8# and

A andB are arbitrary constants to be determined by bound
conditions. We use the upward propagating condition az
.n0 /n8 where n!vc ~viz. at high altitudes where un
damped whistlers propagate! and use asymptotic forms a
uju@umu and umu@uju to get an expression for the transmi
sion coefficient

T.expF223/2S vp
2vvc

c2n82 D 1/2G . ~10!

Physically, the transmission coefficient is less than unity
cause of partial reflections from the gradients of the collis
frequencyn and is essentially determined by the Wentze
Kramers–Brillouin result: exp(22 Im *kzdz) where kz

2

.(v2/c2)(vp
2/vvc)(12 in8z/vc)

21/2. We note that signifi-
cant transmission into whistler waves will result wh
(vvc /n2)(vpLv /c)2 is not too large compared to unity
Downloaded 24 Feb 2004 to 128.8.86.10. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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where Lv5n/n8 is the beam scale length. This is readi
satisfied for typical parameters likevc /n.5, (vpLv /c)
.5 andv/vc.1023.

We now go on to discuss the nonlinear aspects of wh
tler wave propagation which can lead to self-focusing a
filamentation by runaway ionization and breakdown effec
Physically speaking the dielectric constant for whistler wa
propagation«.vp

2/vvc shows that the phase velocityc/A«
goes up with decreasing density. Thus if a plane wave fr
of whistlers with varying intensity produces more ionizatio
in the central strong field regions, it will produce a curvatu
in the wave front which focuses the whistler beam and gi
positive feedback. This directly leads to a self-focusing
stability, which favors the formation of channels and fil
ments with maintenance of high electron density in the c
tral regions where the field intensity is maximum. Su
effects have already been observed in laboratory plas
with modest electron energies.14

Ignoring the unity on the right-hand side of the dispe
sion relation, Eq.~5!, we may write the general wave equ
tion for propagation of whistlers as

F ]2

]t2
1vc

2S c2

vp
2D 2

]2

]z2 S ]2

]z2
1

]2

]x2
1

]2

]y2D Gb150, ~11!

whereb1 is a component of the background earth’s magne
field of the wave andz is oriented along the direction of th
magnetic field. We consider a steady-state problem in
frame moving with the parallel group velocity of the whistl
wave. The basis whistler wave packet is assumed to pro
gate in thex–z plane and filaments in they-direction. We
may then write

b15b~y,z,t !exp@2 i ~vt2kz0z2kx0x!1c.c.#, ~12!

where they,z,t dependence ofb describes the modulation du
to filamentation effects, ]/]z!kz0 so that ]2/]z2

.2kz0
2 12ikz0(]/]z). and similarly ]2/]t2.2v2

22iv(]/]t) . We also writevp
2.vpc

2 (11dn/n0) wheredn
refers to change in electron density induced by ionizat
effects due to the modulation of the whistler wave. A
changes in the density produced by the infinite plane w
before modulations are included inn0 . Using the zeroth-
order dispersion relation to eliminate some terms and n
malizing they andz variables to new coordinates we get

i
]b

]Z
1

]2b

]Y2
1

dn

n0
b50, ~13!

where Y5A2y((kz0
2 1kx0

2 )1/2, Z5kz0(z2vgzt)(k20
2

1kx0
2 )/(2kz0

2 1kx0
2 ) and vgz is the parallel group velocity

given byvgz5kz0vc /vp
2.

Our next task is to express the relationship between
modulated densitydn and the whistler wave amplitudeb. We
shall consider two extreme limits. In the first one, the wh
tler and the runaway population undergo resonant wave
ticle interactions such that the whistler keeps runaways
celerated and the runaways produce avalanche ionizatio
the latter extreme, the whistler waves interact collisiona
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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with the background neutrals via stochastic runaway bre
down mechanism. In either case we may write a model eq
tion for the runaway density

]n0

]t
1c

]n0

]z
5cS 1

l
2

1

l Dn02an0
2, ~14!

where the ionization rate isc/l discussed after Eq.~1!, the
loss rate due to stopping is determined byl defined before
Eq. ~4!, and we have introduced an additional density dep
dent loss ratea as a model for all other loss mechanism
Equation~14! shows that in a frame moving with the run
aways ~which for vgz;c is the same as the frame of th
whistler wave packet!, the population reaches a steady sta

n0.S 1

l
2

1

l D c

a
. ~15!

Assuming, for concreteness, that 1/l given by Eq.~1b!, has a
simpleE0

2 dependence, we may write

dn

n0
5a@ ubu22ub0u2#, ~16!

wherea[(v2/c2k0
2)(c/a)@d(1/l)/dE0

2# and b0 is the am-
plitude of the unmodulated whistler wave. Later, for conv
nience, we shall absorb the coefficienta into the normaliza-
tion of ubu and ub0u. We may now substitute Eq.~16! into
~13! and finally get the model equation for nonlinear ma
netic field perturbations:

i
]b

]Z
1

]2b

]Y2
1@ ubu22ub0u2#b50. ~17!

Equation ~17! is the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation,
which is known to display self-focusing instabilities, an
trapped filament solutions. To study the filamentation ins
bility, we write b5b01u1 iv, separate the real and imag
nary parts, and solve the resulting coupled set of equation
~u,v! by taking perturbation of the form exp;(iqY1GZ). The
final dispersion relation takes the form

G25q2~2b0
22q2!. ~18!

Equation~18! shows that all perturbations withq,A2b0 are
unstable. The growth parameterG maximizes atqm5b0 and
has the maximum valueGmax.b0

2. These results show that a
infinite plane whistler breaks up into slabs of thickness
order qm

21 ~or b0
21 ! in the y direction. The final nonlinear

state of this instability may be obtained from the nonline
equation

]2b

]Y2
2gb1ubu2b50, ~19!

where we assumeb;exp(igz) corresponding to a small wav
number shift due to nonlinear effects. Looking for nonline
solutions which vanish at6` we get the envelope solution

b5g sech2~AgY/2!exp~ if1 iZ !1c.c., ~20!

wheref is a constant phase factor.
Going back to unnormalized variables
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b5
1

Aa
g sech2FAg

2
A2k0yGcos@vt2kx0x2kz0z#

2kz0g~z2vgzt !/~11cos2 u!]. ~21!

The nonlinear slab solution shows that the plane whistler w
break up because of ionization effects into filaments of tra
verse scale size (Ag/2k0)21 where g5bAa
5b@(c/a)d(1/l)/dE0

2(v0 /ck0)# is the normalized whistler
wave amplitude. The maximum growth parameter for co
version into these filaments isG;(bAa)2 giving a growth
length in unnormalized variables ;@bAakz0 /(1
1cos2 u)#21. These estimates indicate that wheng;1, we
get growth lengths of orderlz0 and perpendicular filamen
scale sizes of orderl0 .

IV. WHISTLER MEDIATED RUNAWAY ELECTRON
DISCHARGE IN THE ARMOSPHERE

We now put the various pieces discussed previously
runaway electrons and self-focused whistlers together
apply it to the problem of gamma ray flashes. In the disc
sion of the runaway electron in Sec. II we had stated tha
number density of 1016– 1017 electrons could be created at 2
km. This is addressed here. We recall that in our model
considered a runaway breakdown, which occurs at the to
a mesoscale convective system~MCS!, which develops hori-
zontal charge stratification. Due to the charge separatio
strong vertical electric fieldE of a few kV/m is formed.15 As
soon as the amplitudeE~z! exceeds the critical fieldEc(z)
the runaway breakdown starts, triggered by a flux of cosm
ray secondary electrons. Only if the electric fieldE is nega-
tive does the beam of runaway electrons move up u
E(z).Ec(z), where, at the altitude of around 20 km, th
electrons become magnetized.

We first discuss the issue of the strength of the elec
field due to the charge separation. For this we consider
layers with charges of opposite sign, as shown in Fig. 2~a!.
Both charged layers have a Gaussian distributionr
56rpeakexp$2(z2z1,2)

2/2D2% , where rpeak is the peak

FIG. 2. Model of the charge density inside thundercloud~top panel!, and the
electric field distribution caused by this charge~bottom panel!.
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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charge density; the layers are centered at the heightsz1 and
z2 , and have the same half-widthDz. The static electric field
caused by the charge separation can be found from the P
son equation

r~z!5«0

]E

]z
, ~22!

where«0 is the permittivity of free space. The electric fie
caused by the charge separation is shown in Fig. 2~b! along
with the critical fieldEc for runaway breakdown. It is appa
ent from Fig. 2~b! that a moderate charge densityrpeak

50.4– 0.6 nC/m3 can produce a significant flux of runawa
electrons. We remind the reader that a peak charge dens
a few nC/m3 is typically observed in a thundercloud at 4–
km altitude,16 while at the top of the MCS cloud the charg
density is much less than its peak value. Furthermore
shown in the discussion following Eq.~4! the electric field,
which is three times the critical field, generates a runaw
electron density of 101– 102 cm23.

To reiterate the scenario, the magnetized electron po
lation then channels the EMP into whistler waves propag
ing along the field lines; the coupling efficiency is significa
when (vvc /n2)(vpLv/c)2<1, a condition which is readily
satisfied@see Eq.~10!#. It is this self-focused filament o
whistler modes which keeps the runaways accelera
against the atmospheric slowing down process. ForE/Ec

,1, we can readily haveg;1 and obtain a growth length o
filamentation;k0

21 ;few km @see the discussion after Eq
~20!#. The characteristic transverse size of the filamen
;(Ag/2k0);1 km, and the filament’s cross sectionS;1
km2.

Note that the duration and energy of the EMP contr
the duration of the upward moving runaway beam along w
its total energy. This in turn determines the number of ru
away electrons delivered to the altitudes in excess of 30
whereg-rays due to bremsstrahlung can escape into spac
pulse width of a few ms is typical for EMP from lightning
which is consistent with the pulse width ofg-ray flashes
observed by GRO.1

Taking the pulse width of the EMP from lightning strok
as Dt.1 – 2 ms, one can estimate the total number of;1
MeV runaway electrons having velocityv;c, and moving
through the filament, with a cross sectionS,

Ntot5n0 c SDt. ~23!

In fact, for the runaway densityn0;10– 102 cm23, and for
S;1 km2 as discussed previously, the total number of ru
away electrons could reachNtot.1016– 1017. The latter
amount is consistent with the GRO observations.1,17

Another consistency check for the validity of the mod
is estimating the amount of energy from the EMP required
sustain the runaway beam against atmospheric slow
down. We note that the stopping lengthl .(5.6/P(atm))m
' l 20exp(z(km)/6.4) @discussion before Eq.~4!# where l 20

'300 m is the stopping length at the heights of 20 km. T
amount of energy required for sustaining the beam aga
stopping between the heights of 20 and 30 km is
Downloaded 24 Feb 2004 to 128.8.86.10. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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D FexpS 30220

6.4 D21G
'20 kJ,

whereWR is the energy in 1016, 1 MeV electrons.1.6 kJ.
This number has to be significantly smaller than the ene
of the EMP. We estimate this energy in two different way

In order to estimate the total energyWEMP carried by the
EMP from the lightning, we assume that a charge of 50 C
released in a positive cloud-to-ground discharge~1CG!.
This number comes from observations.18 If we recall that the
potential difference between the cloud base and ground i
the order of 108 V,19 and that about 0.01% of the total ligh
ning discharge is converted into the EMP energy; the to
energy of the pulse can be estimated to be 500 kJ.

An alternate estimate ofWEMP by using the same
observations18 relies on interpolation of the EMP fields ob
served at 400–500 km from the source, to a smaller dista
of 20 km from the source. The source is a1CG discharge
located at around 5 km altitude. For a typical1CG discharge
of 50 C, which lasts 1 ms, we obtain that at 20 km from t
sourceE0;600 V/m. This corresponds to the power dens
P5«0cE0

2/2.530 W/m2. For a filament cross section o
S51 km2 the energy is

WEMP5P SDt.530 kJ, ~24!

which is consistent with the earlier estimate.
These estimates imply that about 4% of the energy in

EMP is used in sustaining the runaway beam of 1016 elec-
trons. This runaway beam should readily reach the heigh
30 km where it creates the gamma ray flash as the observ
bremsstrahlung process. Thus based on the various cons
ations and consistency checks, the proposed scenario
viable one.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed a novel scenario for
creation of gamma ray flashes. During a typical lightni
discharge, a small fraction of the energy of the 500 kJ
EMP generated can sustain a population of 1016 energetic
electrons ~;1 MeV!, which can be transported in sel
focused whistler wave ducts to a height of about 30 km.
this height these energetic electrons can give rise to the 1
gamma ray flash by the process of bremsstrahlung and t
flashes can escape from the atmosphere into space. It is
through this whistler-medicated, self-focusing instability th
the energetic electrons can be delivered to the des
heights. The characteristic time scale of the gamma ray fl
is also of the order of the time scale for the lightning flas
The observations of whistlers during lightning flashes is w
documented.19 Thus the proposed mechanism brings toget
a series of naturally occurring events to provide a via
transport mechanism for the energetic electrons to the 30
km height for conversion into gamma rays.
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